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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a methodology for the
optimal hardware redundancies selection in the context of
reconfigurable fault-tolerant control design. Assuming that a
nominal controller of reduced dimension has been successfully
designed, the objective is to accommodate a presumed set of
failures, including partial, total, and simultaneous actuator faults,
preserving the system stability and maintaining an acceptable
dynamic performance. The methodology is based on a multi-
objective optimization framework to obtain a suitable trade-off
between conflicting design objectives such as controllability
and performance. The selection of additional hardware devices (not included in the nominal controller) is penalized to determine
the minimum number of redundancies that should be installed. In addition, the redundancies selection is performed without
explicitly considering the type of control structure. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is tested using the well-known
Tennessee Eastman benchmark.

1. INTRODUCTION

In any automated industrial process, the occurrence of failures
can cause the control system malfunction. This could endanger
the personnel safety, damage physical equipment, and increase
the idle time of the process, which implies significant economic
losses.1 This generates a strong motivation for the development
of fault-tolerant control (FTC) systems. Their main objective is
to preserve the system stability and maintain an acceptable
dynamic performance in order to avoid a process shutdown,
conferring high availability.2,3 In general, there are two different
ways for handling failures. One approach is based on a rigid
controller structure, designed to be robust for a specific set of
faults. The other methodology performs a real-time reconfigura-
tion of the nominal controller to accommodate the faults by
implementing the appropriate control actions. The first approach
is called passive FTC, while the second one corresponds to active
(or reconf igurable) FTC.4 Beyond their significant differences,
both strategies heavily depend on system redundancies to achieve
fault tolerance.2,5 The design of FTC systems requires solving
several issues, including2,6 (i) the overall system architecture,
(ii) the trade-off between conflicting design objectives (stability,
performance, hardware cost, etc.), (iii) the management of
system redundancies, and (iv) the development and implemen-
tation of the controller to achieve the design objectives, subject to
an efficient utilization of the redundancies.
As it is well-known, in multivariable processes, the interaction

among different variables can cause the reduction of the system
stability margin (or even instability) when certain failures occur.
In this context and considering reconfigurable fault-tolerant

structures, Luppi et al.7 proposed a procedure for the design of
the nominal controller (NC) characterized by (i) reduced
dimension, ensuring availability of additional degrees of freedom,
(ii) being fully decentralized, contributing to its structural
flexibility and fault-tolerant capability,8 and (iii) fulfillment of a
sufficient condition for decentralized integral controllability
(DIC),9 which states that a decentralized structure with integral
action in each loop remains stable despite some loops being
detuned or taken out of service due to failures. The aim of the
present paper is to develop a complementary procedure for the
methodology detailed in Luppi et al.,7 giving a complete strategy
for synthesizing reconfigurable FTC structures. When specific
abnormal events occur, the resulting dynamic performance
could be unacceptable although the NC design can guarantee
the stability of the system. For this case, the reconfiguration of
the NC structure should be considered. In this work, the design
of the reconfigurable control structure is addressed together
with the low cost hardware redundancies selection in order to
accommodate a preconceived set of actuator failures.
A variety of papers concerning the design of FTC systems have

been published, in which the available degrees of freedom are
exploited with control purposes. However, few studies focus on
a rigorous analysis of the system redundancy.2,4 In this regard,
it remains an interesting challenge to propose criteria and
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procedures that allow the (optimal) redundancies selection of
actuators and sensors. Jiang and Zhao5 presented a reliable
control system design methodology for managing actuator
failures, where the redundancies were explicitly defined in the
framework of multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
However, the proposed design only considered the case of
multiple-input/single-output (MISO) systems. It must be noted
that generally the selection of an excessive number of actuators
and sensors does not ensure a good performance of the control
system.10,11 Moreover, this can impact negatively on the invest-
ment and operating costs. Another issue is that many
optimization-based contributions try to achieve the optimal
value of a single functional cost.12 This contrasts with the fact that
the overall performance of a designed system is typically analyzed
by taking into account multiple indexes.7,13 On the other hand,
only structural faults such as actuator blockade and loss of sensor
measurements were analyzed in a previous work.12 The proposed
framework did not allow the treatment of partial failures, such as
the reduction of actuator effectiveness.4,14 In this context, the
present paper proposes a methodology for obtaining a minimal
set of redundancies as well as the reconfigurable controller design
forMIMO processes. When it is possible, the designed structures
are able to accommodate partial, total, and simultaneous actuator
failures. This is done based on a multiobjective optimization
framework implemented with genetic algorithm,15 which allows
one to obtain a suitable trade-off between controllability, perfor-
mance, and investment cost.
Initially, the availability of a NC structure developed for

the fault-free operation mode, which has reduced dimension, is
assumed. For this purpose, the procedure presented in Luppi
et al.7 can be considered. The goal of a reduced design is to ensure
the existence of unused sensors and actuators. Thus, the problem
of redundancies selection is feasible. In addition to the well-
known functional controllability criterion,16 this work incorpo-
rates an alternative index for measuring controllability. Morari17

introduced the resiliency concept, which was then considered
by Luyben18 as a degree of controllability. Morari17 stated that a
process is more resilient when the minimum singular value
(MSV) of its transfer function matrix is larger. This index repre-
sents an useful tool for comparing alternative manipulated (MV)
and controlled variables (CV) selections and is utilized here in
order to establish the best controllable options. Note that the
MSV does not depend on the pairing between the CVs andMVs.
On the other hand, the optimal redundancies selection is also
based on the quantification of the sum of the steady-state squared
deviations (SSD) of the uncontrolled variables when certain set
points and disturbances occur.10,19,20 In this paper, an extended
version of this methodology is presented, which incorporates the
treatment of partial actuator failures that can bemodeled through
an effectiveness matrix. These controllability and performance
measures are utilized to formulate a set of optimization problems,
resulting in a multiobjective optimization framework efficiently
solved with genetic algorithm. Furthermore, the minimum num-
ber of redundancies that should be installed is analyzed. Usually
this analysis is not addressed because the trend is to employ all
the available control components. To this end, an objective
function is proposed that penalizes the selection of additional
hardware devices not included in the NC structure. It is inspired
on a previous work concerning the design of fault detection and
diagnosis systems.21

The presented methodology allows one to obtain candidate
hardware sets such that the selections are done without explic-
itly considering the type of control structure, namely, diagonal,

sparse, or full. For simplicity, diagonal structures based on single-
input/single-output (SISO) proportional−integral−derivative
(PID) controllers were implemented in this work. However,
more complex structures can be considered in order to improve
system performance. In this context, Zumoffen10 proposes the
design of alternative structure types based on a previous hard-
ware selection. On the other hand, unlike a previous work,7 here
the hardware selection procedure is not integrated with the
pairing task. In fact, the MSV and SSD indexes are independent
from the control configuration, that is, the input−output
interconnections. The pairing task was only included with the
purpose of implementing the SISO PID controllers. It is
considered that the procedure indicated in Kariwala and Cao22

is suitable for such purpose.
The overall approach is tested on the well-known Tennessee

Eastman (TE) benchmark.23 The dynamic performance of the
FTC designs is analyzed in detail by performing closed-loop
simulations of the TE model subject to a set of critical actuator
failures and disturbance profiles recommended by Downs and
Vogel.23 Based on the temporal responses of the system, several
performance indexes are calculated in order to show the poten-
tiality of the FTC and to draw conclusions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the com-

plete methodology comprising the selection of the redundancies
and the design of the alternative control structures. The proce-
dure involves several tasks such as (i) fault modeling (section 2.1),
(ii) the definition of performance, controllability, and hard-
ware cost measures (sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.5, respectively),
(iii) the formulation of the multiobjective optimization frame-
work (section 2.4), and (iv) the input−output variables pairing in
order to synthesize the control structures (section 2.6). Section 3
continues with the application of the methodology in order to
design FTC systems for the TE case study. In sections 3.1.1 to
3.1.4, four fault scenarios are analyzed, comprising partial, total,
and simultaneous actuator failures. Then, a complete closed-loop
analysis is included in section 3.2. Finally, the conclusions are
provided in section 4.

2. INPUT−OUTPUT REDUNDANCIES SELECTION
When the design of a reconf igurable FTC system is considered, its
performance must be analized in two different operating modes:
(i) normal operation (i.e., the fault-free case), where the main
objective is to achieve the best possible dynamic performance;
(ii) failure scenarios, for which a stable operation and acceptable
(but usually degraded) dynamic behavior is desired. Typically,
for this kind of control system, the design of the following is
crucial:2,6

• the nominal controller (NC), which can be easily
reconfigured

• the fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) scheme, sensitive
to the abnormal events

• the reconfiguration module, for the implementation of
alternative control structures subject to FDD uncertainties
and temporal constraints

The basic architecture of a reconfigurable FTC system is shown
in Figure 1.
For the fault-free case, it is not necessary to modify the original

control strategy. The nominal controller must attenuate the
disturbances and ensure set point tracking and other closed-loop
requirements. In Luppi et al.,7 the design of a fully decentralized
NC structure was proposed. The main contribution was to
ensure the system stability during the FDD phase, through the
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compliance of a sufficient condition for decentralized integral
controllability. As in Luppi et al.,7 a perfect FDD system is con-
sidered available; hence the design and implementation of a
FDD scheme will not be discussed in this paper. A complete
classification of the FDD techniques and its analysis can be
found in Isermann,24 Zhang and Jiang,2 and Venkatasubramanian
et al.25

On the other hand, for each considered failure scenario, two
main steps involved in the reconfiguration problem must be
analyzed:

1. the selection of the input−output control variables, par-
ticularly the redundancies

2. based on the selected hardware, the design of the alter-
native control structures

Generally, a NC reconfiguration is required when critical failures
affect the system. When this is the case, usually alternative
sensors and actuators must be available in order to preserve the
controllability and performance. Based on these redundancies,
the main objective of the reconfigurable FTC system is to syn-
thesize alternative control structures (CSi) in order to manage
the failures.2,6 In this work, critical failures such as partial, total,
and simultaneous actuator malfunctions are considered for
the reconfiguration problem. The next sections present some
performance and controllability criteria to define the selection of
the redundancies, trying to reduce the hardware investment. The
entire procedure is illustrated in Figure 2, and it is described step
by step in the following sections.
2.1. Fault Modeling. Given a (stabilized) process with n

inputs and m outputs, the system can be represented as

=s s sy G u( ) ( ) ( )a (1)

where y(s) is the output vector with dimension m × 1, and G(s)
is the process transfer function matrix with dimension m × n.
In addition, the input vector ua(s) has dimension n× 1 and can be
expressed as

=s su Lu( ) ( )a (2)

where u(s) represents the controller signals as actuator inputs,
with dimension n × 1. On the other hand, L corresponds to a
diagonal control effectiveness matrix with dimension n × n:

= l l lL diag( , , ..., )n1 2 (3)

where the li are scalars satisfying 0 ≤ li ≤ 1, with i = 1, 2, ..., n.
These scalars model the effectiveness of each particular actuator.
If the ith actuator is healthy, then li = 1. In contrast, li < 1 cor-
responds to a loss of effectiveness failure, and if li = 0, then the
actuator has failed completely.
For the redundancies selection procedure detailed in the

following sections, the li elements are parameters that can be

specified based on the considered failure cases. As an example, for
a process with 8 inputs and considering a 50% effectiveness
reduction of the fifth actuator (see case 2, section 3.1.2), then L
must be defined as L = diag(1,1,1,1,0.5,1,1,1). Note that during
the system operation, the necessary information to compute L
online must be supplied by the FDD subsystem.

2.2. Performance Measure. Taking into account eqs 1 and
2 and considering disturbance variables, it can be expressed:

= +s s s s sy G Lu D d( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (4)

where D(s) represents the transfer function matrix correspond-
ing to disturbances with dimension m × p. In addition, d(s)
represents the p × 1 disturbances vector. In a similar way as
exposed in Zumoffen,10 eq 4 can be partitioned as
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whereGs(s) corresponds to the square r × r subprocess selection
to be controlled, based on the selection of r inputs and r outputs
from G(s). On the other hand, Gs*(s), Gr(s), Gr*(s), Ds(s), and
Dr(s) are transfer function matrices with dimension r × (n − r),
(m − r) × r, (m − r) × (n − r), r × p, and (m − r) × p, respec-
tively. Here, the effectiveness matrix L is partitioned as

=
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥L

L

L

0

0
s

r (6)

Figure 1. Reconfigurable FTC system architecture.

Figure 2. Overall procedure.
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where Ls = diag(ls1, ls2, ..., lsr) and Lr = diag(lr1, lr2, ..., lrn−r) have
dimension r× r and (n− r) × (n− r), respectively. Note that the
Ls elements are linked to the r inputs (actuators) selected for
control purposes.
From the internal model control theory (see Figure 3) and

assuming steady-state perfect control (ys = ys
set) then:

= + −

+ * − *

− −

−

y G L G y D G L G D d

G L G L G G L u

[ ] [ ]

[ ]
r r s s

1
s
set

r r s s
1

s

r r r s s
1

s r r (7)

which shows the uncontrolled variables deviations (from their
operating points) subject to set point and disturbances changes.
Within this framework, the optimal selection of r inputs and

r outputs based on the minimization of the sum of square
deviations (SSD) can be formulated as10

Problem 1

+ −

−

−

G L G

D G L G D

min
I J( , )

r s s
1

F

2

r r s s
1

s
F

2

I J I J I J

I J I J I J I J I J

( , ) ( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) (8)

subject to

≠Gdet[ ] 0s I J( , ) (9)

where I = {i1, i2, ..., ir} ⊂ {1, 2, ..., m} and J = {j1, j2,..., jr} ⊂
{1, 2, ..., n} correspond to index sets, which parametrize the
selection of the controlled and manipulated variables, respec-
tively. In addition, ∥...∥F represents the Frobenius norm.
2.3. Controllability Measure. Consider a particular selec-

tion of r inputs and r outputs represented by Gs(s)Ls. If inde-
pendent control of the r outputs is required, then rank[Gs(s)Ls]
= rmust be satisfied, that is, the selected subprocessGs(s)Ls must
be functionally controllable.16 Note that this is fulfilled if and only
if det[Gs(s)Ls] ≠ 0. In contrast, Gs(s)Ls is said to be functionally
uncontrollable if rank[Gs(s)Ls] < r.
For a functionally controllable system, it is theoretically pos-

sible to design a control strategy such that the manipulation
of the control variables influences all outputs. However, this
controllability criterion does not ensure acceptable control in
practice. In fact, for a functionally controllable process that is
ill-conditioned, some combinations of the inputs have a weak
influence on the outputs, indicating control problems.16 Thus,
the above functional controllability criterion is utilized in this
work only as a necessary condition to discard uncontrollable
input−output selections.

In order to guide the variables selection procedure, it is pro-
posed the evaluation of the minimum singular value (MSV) at
steady-state (s = 0), that is, σ[GsLs].

26 This scalar index provides
a quantitative measure of the controllability of a particular GsLs.
It can be employed to compare a set of candidate input−output
selections taking into account their control effectiveness. As
described in Morari,17 the MSV measures the ability to handle
disturbances, plant model mismatches, etc. The larger the value
of σ[GsLs], more likely it is to achieve acceptable control.

26 Note
thatGsLs is functionally uncontrollable if and only if σ[GsLs] = 0.
In this context, the optimal selection of r inputs and r outputs

based on the maximization of the MSV can be formulated as

Problem 2

σ− ̲ G Lmin [ ]
I J( , )

s sI J I J( , ) ( , ) (10)

subject to

≠Gdet[ ] 0s I J( , ) (11)

where the constraint of eq 11 avoids the selection of functionally
uncontrollable choices, assuming that all Ls elements are non-
zero. Note that the set of r + r selected variables consists of

1. a subset 1 consisting of input−output variables already
utilized by the nominal structure, NC

2. an additional input−output subset 2 containing the
redundancies

Then both subsets 1 and 2 must be considered for the design
of the alternative control structures.

2.4. Multiobjective Optimization Framework. Given
that the objective functions contained in eqs 8 and 10 must be
optimized simultaneously, then a multiobjective optimization
framework is proposed in this paper. The problem to solve is

min{MSV , SSD }
I J

I J I J
( , )

( , ) ( , ) (12)

subject to

≠Gdet[ ] 0s I J( , ) (13)

where MSV(I,J) and SSD(I,J) refers to the functional costs con-
tained in eqs 10 and 8, respectively. The nondominated solutions
of eq 12 conform the so-called Pareto optimal set, , where any
pair of solutions ∈I J I J( , ) , ( , )i j satisfies

< >MSV MSV and SSD SSDI J I J I J I J( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )i j i j (14)

As shown in section 3, these objective functions are conflicting
because there is no solution that optimizes both criteria. In the
literature, several methodologies propose to transform the pro-
blem to a single-objective optimization framework. However, it
is complicated to aggregate the value of different objective
functions in the context of control structure selection based on
multiobjective optimization.13,27

In this work, the Pareto optimal set corresponding to the
problem of eq 12 is obtained by using the Matlab function
gamultiobj,28 which implements a multiobjective controlled
elitist genetic algorithm (GA). As the algorithm progresses, it
generates solutions that15 (i) minimize the values of the func-
tional costs and (ii) help to increase the diversity in order to con-
verge to the Pareto front. In this paper, a vectorized version of
the objective functions is implemented so as to speed up the
algorithm.

Figure 3. Internal model control structure.
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Concerning the GA, it is a global optimization procedure that
imitates natural biological dynamics. Some of its interesting
features include (i) suitability for solving large combinatorial
problems and (ii) presenting low likelihood of obtaining local
optima. Note that through this procedure, the large set of feasible
solutions corresponding to the variables selection problem is
reduced to analyzing only a small set of Pareto optimal solutions.
Once the Pareto optimal set is available, the next step is to

select the final solution. Usually, an expert on the subject must
define the most preferred solution according to some particular
criterion.29 In the following section, a cost-based approach is
proposed to support this task. Anyway, the chosen solution must
behave satisfactorily when it is implemented and tested through
dynamic simulations (see section 3).
2.5. Hardware Cost. As stated above, the input−output

selection is mainly based on the optimization of controllability
and performance indexes. The obtained Pareto optimal solutions
generally involve existing hardware from the nominal structure
NC, as well as extra actuators and sensors (redundancies), which
obviously imply an additional cost. In this work, the objective
is to establish a low-cost redundancies set in order to design
efficient control structures.
In the context of GA, consider the following search chro-

mosome, which represents a particular hardware selection:

=C c c c[ , , ..., ]i N1 2 c (15)

Note thatCi has lengthNc =m + n, that is,m decision variables for
the CVs and n for the MVs. In addition, each particular gene ci of
Ci with i = 1, 2, ..., Nc belongs to a binary alphabet where ci = 1
indicates the utilization of the sensor/actuator corresponding
to the i location, and ci = 0 implies the opposite situation. For a
particular solution Ci, the corresponding hardware cost, Chw, can
be calculated as

= C CC i
T

hw (16)

where C corresponds to

= * * *C c c c[ , , ..., ]N1 2 c (17)

Each element ci* represents the cost associated with the use of
each particular hardware component. Typically, ci* = 0 can be
defined for the original hardware contained in the NC structure.
Thus, a nonzero Chw indicates that the solution Ci recommends
the utilization of some redundancies.
2.6. Control Structure Design. For simplicity and in line

with a previous work,7 this paper proposes the implementation of
decentralized control strategies, which can be synthesized through
single-input/single-output (SISO) PID controllers. However,
more complex structures can be considered to improve system
performance.10

In this context, the next step of the procedure consists of
the input−output pairing task to define the MV−CV inter-
connections in order to implement the SISO PID controllers.
The pairing problem is solved here based on a branch and bound
solution proposed by Kariwala and Cao,22 which employs a
biobjective selection criteria involving the RGA sum and the μ
interaction measure.
The completemethodology can be summarized as (see Figure 2):

1. Specify the effectiveness matrix L taking into account the
failures set to be managed.

2. Execute the multiobjective GA to optimize the perform-
ance and controllability indexes detailed in sections 2.2

and 2.3 As a result, the Pareto front is obtained at the
objective plane (SSD vs MSV).

3. For each solution from step 2
• Calculate the corresponding hardware cost

(section 2.5).
• Execute the branch and bound algorithm to define

the input−output pairings.
• Implement and evaluate the behavior of the control

structure through dynamic simulations. This task is
detailed in section 3.

4. From step 3, select the final control structure by trading-off
the overall performance and the hardware cost.

3. CASE STUDY: TENNESSEE EASTMAN PROCESS
The well-known Tennessee Eastman case study is considered
here to comprehensively evaluate the methodology presented in
the previous section. Note that this paper provides minimal
information about the TE process. For more details, please refer
to Downs and Vogel.23

3.1. Redundancies selection and controller design. For
this stage, the nominal controller (NC) proposed by Luppi et al.7

is adopted. It is a fully decentralized control structure of reduced
dimension, formed by four independent SISO control loops
(without considering the stability loops). Table 1 summarizes the

CV−MV pairings, as well as the tuning parameters, of each PI
controller. Note that the NC employs a reduced number of CVs
and MVs. Thus, all the remaining sensors and actuators that are
not utilized by NC can be considered for the redundancies
selection problem and the alternative control structure design.
These variables are detailed in Table 2.

Prior to these tasks, a set of critical failures was determined
through several closed-loop simulations of the rigorous TE
process model.23 Here, the term critical means that if certain
corrective actions are not taken by the system, then a shutdown
of the process will occur. In this work, these actions involve the
reconfiguration of the NC structure since a readjustment of
the nominal PI controllers is insufficient. Table 6 in Downs and

Table 1. Nominal Controller Control Loops

MV CV Kc Ti

xmv(1) xmeG/H 9.5 1
xmv(3) xme(7) −0.2 10
xmv(4) xme(17) 1.5 1
xmv(6) xme(30) −2.7 2

Table 2. Redundancies Selection Problem: Available
Variables

output description input description

xme(5) recycle flow
(stream 8)

xmv(5) compressor recycle valve

xme(6) reactor feed rate
(stream 6)

xmv(9) stripper steam valve

xme(9) reactor temp xmv(11) condenser cooling water flow
xme(11) product separator

temp
xme(21) sp reactor cooling water outlet

temp set point
xme(13) product separator

pressure
xme(16) stripper pressure
xme(18) stripper temp
xme(20) compressor work
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Vogel23 lists some process operating constraints that must be
respected for equipment protection, including high and low
shutdown limits. In the following sections, four cases are ana-
lyzed, and the corresponding faults are presented in Table 3.

Taking into account these failure scenarios, some general
considerations concerning the redundancies selection problem
and control structure design include:

• The process operation mode 1 (base case) is considered
for this study, with a G/H mass ratio of 50/50 and a
production rate of 7038 kg h−1 G and 7038 kg h−1 H.23

The corresponding (normalized) steady-state model, that
is, the matrices G and D are the same as used in Luppi
et al.7

• As a simplifying assumption, r = 4 (the dimension of the
control structure) was initially selected for all design cases.
However, r = 5, 6, etc., can be chosen to try to improve the
system performance (see section 3.1.2).

• In previous works,7,10 the selection of xme(7), xme(17),
xme(30) and xmeG/H as controlled variables was forced
to comply with all TE process requirements. Here, this
restriction is relaxed since some performance degradation
is tolerated due to faults. This hypothesis is valid only if all
the operating constraints are not violated (to protect the
equipment). Anyway, the selection of xme(7), xme(17),
xme(30), and xmeG/H is enforced through the following
cost vector.

• The cost vector (eq 17) is defined as C = [10, 10, 10, 10,
10, 10, 10, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 0, 10, 10, 10]. Note that
the null elements of C, i.e. C(9,10,11,12,13,14,15,17)
correspond to the original hardware employed byNC, that

is, xme(7), xme(17), xme(30), xmeG/H, xmv(1), xmv(3),
xmv(4), and xmv(6), respectively. Thus, when any addi-
tional sensor or actuator is selected, the cost is incre-
mented by 10 units.

• For each GA execution, the utilized main parameters were
number of variables = 20, population type = bit string,
population size = 10000, tournament size = 2, crossover
fraction = 0.8, mutation rate = 0.01, migration fraction =
0.5, migration interval = 1, number of generations = 200,
and user function evaluation = vectorized.

Four different fault scenarios are presented here to demon-
strate the potentiality of the methodology. The corresponding
dynamic analysis is detailed in section 3.2.

3.1.1. Case 1: Partial Failure of Actuator xmv(3) (F1). For this
case, a 20% effectiveness reduction of actuator xmv(3) is con-
sidered, called F1. From closed-loop simulation of NC with F1, a
process shutdown was detected after the occurrence of idv(1)
due to a very high reactor pressure. By analyzing NC, it is noted
that the original tuning of the loop xmv(3)−xme(7) is too
aggressive. If its static gain is increased trying to counteract
the effect of F1, this would lead to very underdamped process
dynamics. In contrast, a smoother tuning of xmv(3)−xme(7) for
NC does not allow the rejection of idv(1).
Then, taking into account F1 and idv(1), the GA was executed

to solve the problem stated in eq 12. The obtained Pareto front is
presented in Figure 4a, corresponding to a SSD vs −MSV graph.
In order to select the final control structure, the following general
criterion was utilized:

1. From the obtained Pareto front, select the lowest cost
solution

2. From step 1, if there are multiple equal-cost alternatives,
then select the solution with the highest MSV

After this analysis, only seven alternatives from the Pareto
optimal set can be distinguished (from a total of 17 solutions, see
Figure 4a). They represent low-cost designs (cost = 20 or 30)
when compared against the remaining solutions (cost = 40, 50,
60, 70). Through dynamic simulation, it was determined that
only two of these seven alternatives are able to handle F1 avoiding

Table 3. Proposed Faults

fault description type

F1 20% reduction of effectiveness of actuator xmv(3) partial failure
F2 50% reduction of effectiveness of actuator xmv(6) partial failure
F3 blockade of actuator xmv(6) total failure
F4 blockade of actuators xmv(1), xmv(4), xmv(6) simultaneous failures

Figure 4. Alternative solutions: (a) fault F1 (case 1); (b) fault F2 (case 2).
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a shutdown of the process. These solutions correspond to struc-
tures that maintain the selection of xmv(3). Since both alter-
natives have cost = 30, then the solution with higher MSV
(named as CS1) was taken, which is detailed in Table 4. Here, the
selected redundancies are two sensors (xme(9) and xme(20))
and xme(21)sp, which is not a physical actuator. Note that the
implementation of CS1 implies a minor reconfiguration of NC,
which is reflected in the associated low cost. While the tuning
of the loop xmv(3)−xme(7) is much more robust within the
framework of CS1, one disadvantage is that this design still
employs the failed actuator xmv(3). A complete analysis of the
dynamic performance of CS1 is presented in section 3.2.
3.1.2. Case 2: Partial Failure of Actuator xmv(6) (F2).Here, a

50% effectiveness reduction of actuator xmv(6) is analyzed
(called F2). As indicated by the closed-loop simulation of NC
with F2, a shutdown of the process is produced when dis-
turbances idv(1) and idv(2) are considered together. For this
scenario (F2, idv(1) and idv(2)), two alternative designs were
proposed considering r = 4 and r = 5, where r corresponds to
the control structure dimension. The aim is system perfor-
mance improvement by using five control loops instead of four.
The GA was executed twice in order to find solutions for each
case. The obtained solutions are shown in Figure 4b, where
the different solution sets corresponding to r = 4 and r = 5
are overlapped. The obtained Pareto optimal set consists of 12
solutions for r = 4 and 6 solutions for r = 5. For r = 4, the solution
CS2 presented in Table 4 was chosen because (i) it has the lowest
cost (cost = 30) and the highest MSV and (ii) it does not include

xmv(6), being able to overcome any value of effectiveness reduc-
tion of this actuator. For this case, the selected redundancies are
two sensors (xme(18) and xme(20)) and one actuator, xmv(5).
However, as will be shown in section 3.2, CS2 has poor per-
formance in relation to the r = 5 solution (called CS3). This
is consistent with the higher SSD value presented by CS2, see
Table 4. On the other hand, for r = 5, CS3 was finally selected.
For this case, the selected redundancies were two sensors
(xme(9) and xme(20)) and one actuator, xmv(11). This struc-
ture presents the same cost as CS2 but improves the system
performance. On the downside, CS3 utilizes the failed actuator
xmv(6). In section 3.2, the dynamic performance of CS2 and CS3
is compared.

3.1.3. Case 3: Total Failure of Actuator xmv(6) (F3). In this
case, a blockade of actuator xmv(6) is considered, called F3. From
closed-loop simulation of NC with F3, a process shutdown was
detected after the occurrence of idv(1) and idv(2) due to a
high reactor pressure. Taking into account F3, idv(1), and idv(2),
the GA was executed to solve the problem stated in eq 12.
The obtained solutions are presented in Figure 5a, where 10
solutions compose the Pareto optimal set. Here, the lowest cost
solution coincides with CS2 obtained previously (section 3.1.2).
For this case, it is proposed to examine whether it is possible to
find a cheaper design (i.e., with cost <30). To this end, a single-
objective GA was executed to directly minimize the hardware
cost expressed in eq 16. The best solutions are presented in
Figure 5a, overlapped with those obtained previously. Note the
shifting of the current solutions set with respect to the previous

Table 4. Alternative Control Structures for the Considered Faults Fi

CS1 (F1) CS2 (F2) CS3 (F2) CS4 (F3) CS5 (F4)

xmv(1)−xmeG/H xmv(1)−xmeG/H xmv(1)−xmeG/H xmv(1)−xmeG/H xmv(3)−xme(7)
xmv(3)−xme(7) xmv(3)−xme(7) xmv(3)−xme(7) xmv(3)−xme(7) xmv(5)−xme(20)
xmv(4)−xme(9) xmv(4)−xme(18) xmv(4)−xme(9) xmv(4)−xme(17) xmv(11)−xme(5)
xme(21)sp−xme(20) xmv(5)−xme(20) xmv(6)−xme(30) xmv(5)−xme(20) xme(21)sp−xme(11)

xmv(11)−xme(20)
−MSV −0.099 −0.124 −0.085 −0.123 −0.076
SSD 10.97 17.30 13.87 17.66 11.28
cost 30 30 30 20 60

Figure 5. Alternative solutions: (a) fault F3 (case 3); (b) fault F4 (case 4).
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one. This is because the minimization did not focus on SSD and
MSV. The final solution CS4 has a cost of 20 and is detailed in
Table 4. The commissioning of CS4 implies the implementation
of only one new control loop: xmv(5)−xme(20). Thus, the
selected redundancies are one sensor (xme(20)) and one actu-
ator (xmv(5)). This reconfiguration of NC allows it to handle
several failure scenarios related to the actuator xmv(6), including
partial and total failures. A complete analysis of the dynamic
performance of CS4 is presented in section 3.2.
From the results, it can be concluded that the use of an

oversized set of redundancies (higher hardware cost) does not
imply an improved system fault-tolerant capability. Similar
conclusions were exposed in Nieto Degliuomini et al.21 and
Zumoffen10 in the context of FDD systems and plantwide con-
trol design, respectively.
3.1.4. Case 4: Total Failure of Actuators xmv(1), xmv(4),

and xmv(6) (F4). Here, a simultaneous blockade of actuators
xmv(1), xmv(4), and xmv(6) is analyzed (called F4). As indi-
cated by the closed-loop simulation of NC with F4, a shutdown
of the process is produced when disturbances idv(1) and idv(2)
are acting together. This case represents a very complicated
scenario. The actuators xmv(1) and xmv(4) (which were
selected in all previous designs) cannot be utilized here. For
this scenario (F4, idv(1), and idv(2)), the GA was executed to
find solutions for the problem stated in eq 12. The obtained

solutions are shown in Figure 5b, where the Pareto optimal
set presents three alternative solutions. For this case, the solu-
tion CS5 was chosen because it possesses the lowest cost (cost =
60) and the highest MSV. The selected redundancies are
three sensors (xme(5), xme(11), and xme(20)) and two actuators
(xmv(5) and xmv(11)), because xme(21)sp does not represent a
physical actuator. Note that for CS5 two pairing options are pos-
sible: (i) xmv(3)−xme(7), xmv(5)−xme(20), xmv(11)−xme(11),
xme(21)sp−xme(5) or (ii) xmv(3)−xme(7), xmv(5)−xme(20),
xmv(11)−xme(5), xme(21)sp−xme(11). The selected solution
corresponds to the lowest RGA number,16 and it is detailed in
Table 4. The downside is that the implementation of CS5 implies
a major reconfiguration of NC, which is reflected in its high cost.
In section 3.2, the dynamic performance of CS5 is evaluated.

3.2. Dynamic Performance Analysis. This section
describes the execution of several simulations of the FTC sys-
tem. The objective is to compare the dynamic performance of
the nominal controller developed in Luppi et al.7 against the
designed fault-tolerant system, subject to several failure scenar-
ios. In order to simulate the reconfiguration of the system (i.e.,
the implementation of a particular CSi from NC), the following
chronological sequence of events was proposed:

1. Initially, fault-free operation of the process is considered. It
is controlled with NC.

Table 5. Simulation Parameters

simulation S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
failure (tFi = 10 h) F1 F2 F2 F3 F4

implemented structure (tRC = 11 h) CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5
disturbances profile: (tidv(2) = 21 h) (tidv(1) = 22 h) idv(1) idv(1, 2) idv(1, 2) idv(1, 2) idv(1, 2)

Figure 6. Simulation S1, xmv(3) and xme(7) dynamic responses.

Table 6. Dynamic Performance Comparison

index IAE IAE EIP [%] EIP [%] EIP [%] EIP [%] EIP [%]
structure(s) NC NC CS1, NC CS2, NC CS3, CS2 CS4, NC CS5, NC
dist./simulation idv(1) idv(1,2) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
xme(1) 3.97 × 103 4.14 × 103 −0.92 −9.85 9.24 0.71 −10.01
xme(2) 2.38 × 105 2.19 × 105 16.94 −312.74 41.19 7.64 −16.49
xme(3) 1.48 × 106 1.65 × 106 21.83 −12.34 11.06 23.36 −214.74
xme(4) 4.08 × 103 2.45 × 103 6.92 5.10 −1.64 −59.07 83.44
xme(7) 2.71 × 105 2.79 × 105 44.10 −588.30 9.17 −597.47 −648.08
xme(17) 1.44 × 103 1.30 × 103 15.99 −373.64 44.58 13.28 −845.18
xme(30) 1.68 × 103 4.21 × 103 −192.65 −2031.00 38.53 −1535.80 −1826.37
xmeG/H 2.37 × 102 2.05 × 102 36.74 9.15 12.12 13.63 −501.20
Op. costs 1.66 × 106 2.49 × 106 −3.05 34.07 −11.91 31.58 32.02
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2. A fault Fi occurs at tFi, and the fault detection and diagnosis
(FDD) period begins. It extends until the system is
reconfigured at tRC, that is, tRC = tFi + tFDD. Between tFi and
tRC, the process is still controlled by NC.

3. At tRC, the NC structure is reconfigured and CSi is imple-
mented.

4. A disturbance idv(i) is applied to the system at tidv(i).

For all the tests, it is assumed that the fault estimation time
is tFDD > 30τmin, where τmin corresponds to the smallest time
constant of the process.4 For the TE process, it is considered
that τmin = 0.01 h.23 Thereby tFDD = 1 h is adopted. For each
simulation, Si, the utilized parameters are specified in Table 5.
Figures 6−15 show the temporal responses of significant

process inputs and outputs. As requested in Downs and Vogel,23

Table 6 presents a quantitative comparison based on the eval-
uation of the integral absolute error (IAE) and the error improve-
ment percent (EIP):23

∫= −

= −

r t y t tIAE ( ) ( ) d and

EIP
IAE IAE

IAE
100

t

t

base new

base

1

2

(18)

where r(t) represents the set point, y(t) represents the process
output, [t1, t2] represents the evaluation period, base is the con-
trol structure considered as reference, and new is an alternative
solution to be evaluated.

All the implemented control structures CSi are based on inde-
pendent SISO PI controllers. Their corresponding Kc and τI
parameters are detailed in Table S1 (appendix A). In addition,
a simple reconfiguration mechanism that relies on switching
the operation modes of the PI controllers (automatic/manual)
is employed. The aim is to minimize the introduction of mean-
ingful transients during the commutation of the controllers.

3.2.1. Dynamic Behavior.Concerning simulation S1, Figure 6
displays the temporal evolution of the xmv(3)−xme(7) control
loop. As commented in section 3.1.1, the NC structure pre-
sents an aggressive dynamic behavior in the presence of
idv(1). In contrast, CS1 exhibits good regulatory performance
(EIP(xme(7)) = 44.10%) without excessive energy requirements
since Eu(xmv(3)) (i.e., the control energy expenditure) is very
similar for both control structures. In addition, Figure 6 shows
the shutdown of the process after the occurrence of F1 (t = 10 h)
and idv(1) (t = 22 h). This is due to the violation of the reactor
pressure (xme(7)) high limit of 3000 kPa.
Figure 7 shows the A and C feed flow (stream 4) (xmv(4)) and

the stripper underflow (stream 11) (xme(17)) responses, respec-
tively. The CS1 structure denotes acceptable performance with
regard to NC. In fact, for most outputs, a positive EIP value can
be seen, as presented in Table 6. In particular, EIP = 15.99%
for xme(17) (see Figure 7b). In this case, CS1 is more effective
for rejecting idv(1), but it presents a larger offset since xme(17)
is not controlled with the CS1 structure. Figure 7a shows an
example of the effect of the NC reconfiguration on xmv(4)
dynamics: at t = 11 h, the system stops controlling xme(17)
and begins to control xme(9). Note the smooth dynamics of

Figure 7. Simulation S1, xmv(4) and xme(17) dynamic responses.

Figure 8. Simulation S2, xmv(3) and xme(7) dynamic responses.
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xmv(4) without significant transients during the reconfiguration.
In addition, the control energy expenditure is reduced with
respect to NC by 16.84%. On the other hand, EIP(xme(30)) =
−192.65% since this output is no longer controlled with CS1.
However, after theNC reconfiguration, the system starts controlling
xme(9) and xme(20). For this reason, a reduction in the cor-
responding IAE values was obtained: EIP(xme(9)) = 59.46% and
EIP(xme(20)) = 71.73%.
The following simulation case S2 is disclosed in Figures 8 and

9. As can be seen in Table 6, the structure CS2 presents poor
performance with regard to NC. While the EIP index is negative

for most outputs, CS2 is able to prevent the shutdown of the
process. Figure 9 displays the temporal evolution of the xmv(6)−
xme(30) control loop, which goes out of service when NC is
reconfigured, that is, when CS2 is implemented. Figure 9 shows
different cases:

• Without considering failures, the NC rejects idv(1) and
idv(2) with a good performance. In this case, xmv(6)
presents acceptable evolution without saturations, and
xme(30) has zero offset.

• Another scenario considers an effectiveness of 60% of
actuator xmv(6) (called F2*). Here, the saturation of xmv(6)

Figure 9. Simulation S2, xmv(6) and xme(30) dynamic responses.

Figure 10. Simulation S3, xme(1) and xme(9) dynamic responses.

Figure 11. Simulation S3, xme(20) and xme(40)/xme(41) dynamic responses.
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can be observed due to its effectiveness reduction.While the
disturbance is rejected with poor performance, the shut-
down of the process does not occur.

• The effect of F2 is similar to F2*, but a shutdown of the pro-
cess is produced after the occurrence of F2 (t = 10 h),
idv(2) (t = 21 h), and idv(1) (t = 22 h), given the high
reactor pressure (see Figure 8b).

• When NC is reconfigured, xmv(6) is no longer control-
led with CS2. Thus, this manipulated variable is smoothly
set to its nominal operating value in manual mode of the
controller. Note the degraded performance of xme(30),

which is consistent with its negative EIP value, see Table 6.
However, the shutdown of the process is prevented.
The shutdown situation is also illustrated in Figure 8,
where the temporal evolution of the xmv(3)−xme(7) con-
trol loop is displayed.

Simulation S3 shows that the performance of the system is
significantly improved by implementing the alternative structure
CS3, which involves five control loops. As indicated in Table 6,
most outputs reduce the IAE index with respect to CS2. Figure 10a
shows the A feed (stream 1, xme(1)) response, which is not

Figure 12. Simulation S4, xme(3) and xme(17) dynamic responses.

Figure 13. Simulation S4, xmv(4) and xmv(10) dynamic responses.

Figure 14. Simulation S5, xme(5) and xme(11) dynamic responses.
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controlled either with CS2 or with CS3. It presents better
performance with regard to CS2, with EIP(xme(1)) = 9.24%.
In addition, Figure 10b shows the reactor temperature (xme(9))
dynamics. Note that EIP(xme(9)) = 68.63% because it is con-
trolled by the CS3 structure. On the other hand, the CS3 solution
presents good regulatory behavior subject to idv(1) and idv(2),
with a reduction in the corresponding IAE value for xme(20) and
xmeG/H: EIP(xme(20)) = 62.92% and EIP(xmeG/H) = 12.12%,
respectively, see Figure 11.
Another simulation case S4 is displayed in Figures 12 and 13

and considers the total failure of actuator xmv(6). Figure 12
shows the E feed (stream 3, xme(3)) and stripper underflow
(stream 11, xme(17)) responses. For these outputs, the IAE
index is improved by implementing the CS4 structure:
EIP(xme(3)) = 23.36% and EIP(xme(17)) = 13.28%. In general,
the overall performance of CS4 is comparable with NC. Note that
these structures differ only in one control loop. The obtained EIP
values are acceptable, alternating positive and negative values.
Furthermore, most manipulated variables show adequate evolu-
tion, with less control energy expenditure. Only xmv(4) and
xmv(10) expend more control energy, as shown in Figure 13.
In the last simulation case, S5, the dynamic performance of

structure CS5 is analyzed. While CS5 is able to manage the total
failure of actuators xmv(1), xmv(4), and xmv(6), the system
presents poor performance with regard toNC. This is reflected in
the EIP index, which is negative for most outputs (see Table 6).
In Figure 14, the recycle flow (stream 8, xme(5)) and the pro-
duct separator temperature (xme(11)) responses are displayed.
The CS5 strategy presents good regulatory behavior, with a
reduction in the IAE with respect to NC: EIP(xme(5)) = 56.84%
and EIP(xme(11)) = 84.24%. This is because these outputs are
controlled by the CS5 structure. On the other hand, Figure 15a
shows the D feed flow (stream 2, xmv(1)) dynamics. Note that a
blockade occurs at t = 10 h. After this failure and the recon-
figuration of NC at t = 11 h, the output xmeG/H is no longer
controlled with CS5. For this reason, an offset is observed in
Figure 15b, and the corresponding IAE increases: EIP(xmeG/H) =
−501.20%. The same situation applies for xme(17) and xme(30),
see Table 6.
In all cases, it is important to mention that the FTC structure

maintains the system stability during the FDD phase, that is,
between tFi and tRC where the process is still controlled by NC.
This is due to the procedure utilized for the design of NC, which
is based on the fulfillment of a sufficient condition for decen-
tralized integral controllability.9

4. CONCLUSIONS

From the design and implementation of the proposed recon-
figurable FTC, it was possible to increase the system availability
by preventing serious situations that would require a process
shutdown. It was shown that different types of severe abnormal
events were successfully handled by selecting the appropriate
hardware redundancies and implementing the corresponding
control structures. Their design was addressed offline, thus
minimizing the necessary reconfiguration time of the system.
The proposedMSV and SSD indexes are exclusively based on the
steady-state model of the process and are independent from the
control configuration. Different methods and tools were inte-
grated in amultiobjective optimization framework based on genet-
ic algorithm. It consists of a computationally efficient procedure
for solving large combinatorial problems like the TE case study,
allowing one to systematize the search for candidate solutions.
Despite the contribution, some aspects of the methodology

should be improved, namely: (i) the approach is limited to the
design of square control structures (i.e., equal number of con-
trolled andmanipulated variables), (ii) the proposed formulation
does not contemplate the explicit incorporation of constraints,
in particular associated with limit values of the manipulated
variables, (iii) when the system switches from the nominal con-
troller to an alternative control structure, the difference between
the controller outputs could introduce significant transients, and
(iv) the approach provides solutions for preconceived failures at
the beginning of the design stage. This means that if new failures
occur during operation, the system behavior will be unpredict-
able since it has no ability to perform online design. The above
problems motivate the analysis of alternative techniques, such as
control allocation,30 to improve the approach.
Finally, it is well-known that the equipment design and process

configuration constitute causes of control imperfection such as
interactions between control loops.31 Specifically, an incorrect
selection of the process design parameters could greatly affect the
process controllability16 and consequently the fault-tolerant
capability of the system. In this context, future work will be
focused on the incorporation of some control aspects into the
process design. The objective is to improve the profitability of the
process by tolerating different fault cases.
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